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PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 043508 ~2004!
WMAP constraints on inflationary models with global defects

Neil Bevis,* Mark Hindmarsh,† and Martin Kunz‡

Astronomy Centre, Department of Physics & Astronomy, University of Sussex, Brighton, BN1 9QH, United Kingdom
~Received 15 March 2004; revised manuscript received 21 May 2004; published 10 August 2004!

We use the cosmic microwave background angular power spectra to place upper limits on the degree to
which global defects may have aided cosmic structure formation. We explore this under the inflationary
paradigm, but with the addition of textures resulting from the breaking of a globalO(4) symmetry during the
early stages of the Universe. As a measure of their contribution, we use the fraction of the temperature power
spectrum that is attributed to the defects at a multipole of 10. However, we find a parameter degeneracy
enabling a fit to the first-year WMAP data to be made even with a significant defect fraction. This degeneracy
involves the baryon fraction and the Hubble constant, plus the normalization and tilt of the primordial power
spectrum. Hence, constraints on these cosmological parameters are weakened. Combining the WMAP data
with a constraint on the physical baryon fraction from big bang nucleosynthesis calculations and high-redshift
deuterium abundance limits the extent of the degeneracy and gives an upper bound on the defect fraction of
0.13 ~95% confidence!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent measurements of the cosmic microwave ba
ground~CMB!, notably the first year WMAP data@1,2#, have
proved highly successful in probing the early stages of c
mic structure formation. The observed CMB anisotrop
may be produced by taking adiabatic primordial pertur
tions of roughly the Harrison-Zel’dovich form and evolvin
these using well-understood, linear physics. Further, the
rameter values that are required for this process to a giv
match to the data are consistent with those measured u
other astronomical techniques. That the primordial pow
spectrum predicted by many models of inflation is of t
required form has become an important success of the in
tionary paradigm.

On the other hand, a less attractive property of the pa
digm is that successful inflationary models may involve qu
different fields, interactions and levels of physical motiv
tion. Here we address the issue using CMB power spectr
constrain models of hybrid inflation@3,4# that involve the
formation of topological defects as inflation ends@5#. Such
models, however, do not fit exactly into the above regim
With the existence of topological defects, the seeding of c
mic structure continues after inflation ends, for the defe
further perturb the cosmic fluid as long as they continue to
present. For a detailed review of structure formation w
defects see Ref.@6#, but generally, a defect-dominated tem
perature power spectrum does not have pronounced aco
peaks@7#. Hence, if defects are added to a passive-evolu
case and the normalization reduced to maintain the fit to d
on large scales, then the acoustic peaks are slightly
pressed. That is, however, assuming that the other cos
logical parameters are not also changed.
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Earlier work along these lines@8–12# has tended to be o
quite a different vein to that described here. In particular
employ a full likelihood analysis for the fit to data in whic
the cosmological parameters are free to vary. This freed
has important consequences for the independent use o
temperature power spectrum to constrain such hyb
models—at least given the presently available data. Prev
studies have also tended to focus on local defects in the f
of cosmic strings, a class of models that we shall not look
here in any detail, and of such work only@12# has involved
data from the WMAP project.

In our work, the cosmological perturbations are the unc
related sum of those from~i! an inflationary adiabatic model
including both scalar and tensor perturbations, and~ii ! a glo-
bal defect model, with anO(4) symmetry breaking at~or
after! the end of inflation producing textures~see e.g.@6#!. In
parametrizing the primordial perturbations, we take there
be negligible running of the scalar spectral index and that
tensor index obeys the single-field consistency condition~see
Sec. III!. We also assume negligible neutrino masses,
would result from a hierarchical mass variation with neutri
flavor.

The contribution to the CMB power spectra from inflatio
is found using a variant of the CMBFAST@13# approach, in
the form of CAMB @14#. The defect contribution is found by
applying the unequal-time correlator~UETC! approach@15#
to numerical field evolution simulations, as will be discuss
in the next section. The UETC method addresses the prob
that, in order to calculate CMB power spectra to sub-deg
scales, a simulation conventionally requires a dynamic ra
that is far in excess of that which is feasible with curre
technology. While it is possible to make full-sky CMB map
@16,17#, this direct approach is currently limited to relative
low multipoles: ,,20, although these potentially conta
more information than the power spectra alone. The UE
method boosts the dynamic range via a series of theore
simplifications, for example causality, such that high reso
tion power spectra calculations may be performed from
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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simulation data. To do so also involves calculations of
CMBFAST-type, which we carried out using a version
CMBEASY @18# modified so as to deal with the defect sc
nario.

Despite the benefits of the UETC approach, the comp
tional requirements of CMB calculations that include defe
far exceed those that do not. As a result, the calculation
CMB spectra for a vast number of different cosmologic
parameter values is not attainable. Hence, the popular M
kov chain Monte Carlo~MCMC! approach@19–21#, which
involves many thousand such calculations, cannot be f
applied to the defect case. However, the non-defect case
the WMAP data well and defect-dominated structure form
tion does not give the required acoustic peaks, sugges
that the defect contribution is small. If this is the case, th
the result of a small change in the cosmological parame
used for the defect calculation is a second order eff
Therefore, the defect contribution needs only to be calcula
once, using currently favored values of the cosmological
rameters~see Sec. II!. The defect contribution is then fixed
except for a normalization factor, which is free since it is n
known at which energy scale the defects formed. Hence
approach used here, which is described more fully in Sec.
is to apply the standard MCMC procedure to the primord
contribution and add in the defect component with its n
malization varied as an MCMC parameter. This has b
achieved using a slightly modified version of CosmoM
@20#, which is directly linked to CAMB. As this extra param
eter controls the degree to which the CMB power spec
differ from the usual non-defect spectra, it shall be the m
focus of this paper.

However, we shall not present our results in terms of t
parameter directly. Rather we shall use the fractional de
contribution to the temperature power spectrum at a part
lar multipole,,510. The correspondence between the two
roughly linear for low fractions but with a slight spread d
to the variation of the non-defect contribution to the chos
multipole. The fractional quantity is, however, more direc
understandable.

The data that we have used here are principally that fr
the first year WMAP release@1,2#: the temperature powe
spectrum and the temperature-polarization~TE! cross-
correlation spectrum. Other CMB projects, such as ACB
@22#, CBI @23,24# and VSA @25#, which give data out to
higher multipoles than WMAP do not provide much in th
way of additional constraints on our model. Applying data
cosmological parameters from, for example, work on
bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! @26# and measurements of th
Hubble parameter by the Hubble Key Project~HKP! @27# has
proved more important, as will be detailed in Sec. III.

The changes to the matter power spectrum that the in
sion of defects causes may be found in an entirely analog
manner to the CMB calculation. However, while there ha
been recent steps forward in measurements of this from
axy redshift surveys, such as 2DFGRS@28# or SDSS@29#,
and from the Lyman-a forest@30#, we have chosen not to us
such data. Galaxy formation in the presence of defe
induced density perturbations is not understood, and eve
pure inflation scenarios, inferences from the Lyman-a forest
04350
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must be drawn with care@31#. Further, we do not believe tha
the use of such data would significantly change our resu
as we shall discuss in Sec. III. This is a conservative po
tion, driven by our desire to make reliable and statistica
meaningful statements about the relative importance of g
bal defects.

II. CMB CALCULATIONS IN GLOBAL TOPOLOGICAL
DEFECT MODELS

The procedure to obtain the defect power spectra con
bution for both the CMB and for dark matter is as in Durre
Kunz and Melchiorri @6# and is fully detailed there. The
method consists of two distinct steps, the first of which is
compute the unequal time two-point correlation functio
Cmnrl of the defect energy momentum tensorTmn :

Cmnrl~k,t,t8!5^Tmn~k,t !Trl* ~k,t8!&. ~1!

This is done with a numerical simulation of the classic
O(4) non-linear sigma model on a three-dimensional gr
For global defects, where the seed energy momentum te
can be taken to be separately conserved, only five UETCs
independent, three for the scalar perturbations and one
for the vector and tensor perturbations. As topological
fects generate perturbations at all times after their creat
the vector perturbations do not decay and have to be ta
into account. Also, the relative amplitudes are fixed by
model and cannot be adjusted.

However, as already mentioned, the overall normalizat
of the perturbations is related to be symmetry-breaking sc
h and is free to be varied. Roughly, the relation to the CM
temperature anisotropydT is as

dT

T
;C;4pGh2, ~2!

whereC is the dimensionless gravitational potential andG is
Newton’s constant. Hence, the dependence ofh upon the the
normalization of power spectrumAd

2 ~with the square high-
lighting that the spectrum is quadratic in the perturbations! is

h;~Ad
2!1/4. ~3!

ThereforeAd
2 is not a sensitive measure ofh. In fact, the

constraints uponh from references herein are not likely to b
greatly changed by our results. Hence, here we focus so
upon the significance of the defect perturbations compare
those of primordial origin.

For this work, we used the simulations made for@32#,
which used a 2563 grid. The results agree well with analyti
predictions@33# and the simulations of@15#. The UETCs
were computed separately for radiation and matter do
nated backgrounds. In a background dominated by a cos
logical constant, the defects are quickly inflated away, so
their contribution to the total energy-momentum tensor
cays rapidly and can be neglected.
8-2
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WMAP CONSTRAINTS ON INFLATIONARY MODELS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 043508 ~2004!
The UETCs then act in the second step as external sou
for a Boltzmann solver. These codes need a determin
sourceS(k,t), but the defects are essentially random by n
ture. We circumvent this problem by diagonalizing ea
UETC, which through discretization and the assumption
scaling evolution can be represented by a matrix with indi
kt andkt8. This is hence a means of writing the full, inco
herent source as the sum of coherent sourcesvn @34#:

C~kt,kt8!5(
n

lnvn~kt!vn* ~kt8!. ~4!

To this end, we discretized the correlation functions into m
trices of size 2003200, which can then be diagonalized wi
the help of standard methods. On a somewhat techn
aside, the three scalar UETCs are combined into one
3400 matrix and diagonalized together, as the third ma
represents the correlation~off-diagonal part! between the
other two. The discretization can be performed in differe
ways, e.g. by taking linear or logarithmic intervals inkt. We
use linear intervals as we found that this improves the c
vergence of the results~but more care must be taken in th
case to ensure that the dynamical range is sufficient!.

We interpolate the resulting eigenvectorsvn(kt) with cu-
bic splines and use them as the sources for the Boltzm
solver. The power spectra are then given by

C,5(
n

ln
(S)C,

(S)n1(
n

ln
(V)C,

(V)n1(
n

ln
(T)C,

(T)n , ~5!

and correspondingly for the dark matter power spectr
P(k). We use the 20 eigenvectors with the largest eigen
ues, which is more than sufficient as the last ones contrib
far less than 1%.

Linear cosmological perturbation theory with seeds h
been discussed extensively in the literature. We work in
gauge-invariant formalism of@6# with a modified version of
the CMBEASY Boltzmann code, using the total angular m
mentum method@35#. The sources are interpolated betwe
matter and radiation dominated epochs, and are gradu
suppressed as the cosmological constant starts to domin

The fixed form of the defect contribution to the tempe
ture power spectrum for this case is illustrated in Fig. 1~and
was calculated using flat geometry,h50.70, Vbh

250.022,
Vm50.30 andt50.10 or zr513—see Sec. III for defini-
tions!. The figure compares it with the primordial scalar co
tribution ~shown on a log scale! and that resulting from pri-
mordial tensor perturbations. The defect spectrum is sc
so as to match our final result for the 95% upper bound
the fractional contribution~see Sec. III!. The corresponding
contribution to the TE cross-correlation spectrum is ve
small and hence while it is incorporated in our calculatio
we shall not illustrate it here~however, see@36# for a plot!.

We expect that the overall error in the defect calculation
smaller than about 10%, and checked that our power spe
agree with other published results@6,15# to within this accu-
racy. Comparing the fixed defect spectrum used with a s
ond one, calculated using a different cosmology (h50.80,
Vbh

250.027), shows that the changes in the defect con
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bution are smaller than about 10% over the WMAP d
range. For the case illustrated in Fig. 1, the defect contri
tion to the temperature power spectrum is of the same o
as the uncertainties from measurement plus cosmic varia
in which case, such errors in our approach are not signific
for the comparison to data.

The final step is to simply add the defect contributio
with the appropriate normalization, to that resulting from t
primordial scalar and tensor perturbations. This is justifi
by the fact that the quantum fluctuations in the inflaton fie
and the symmetry breaking field are uncorrelated during
flation when the global symmetry is unbroken. Any subs
quent interaction will be second order in the gravitation
perturbation and will hence be negligible.

III. MONTE CARLO PARAMETER FITTING

A. MCMC overview

The MCMC approach has found recent application
CMB work principally because it allows inferences to b
made about then parameters in a model without requiring
complete and detailed knowledge of then-dimensional like-
lihood surface. For example, to calculate the likelihood s
face on ann-dimensional grid consisting ofm points in each
dimension requiresmn iterations. In the case of a four pa
rameter model, calculating 50 points in each direction
quires 63106 iterations. Suppose that each iteration involv
the calculation of the CMB power spectra from primord
perturbations for comparison to WMAP data. This amou
to 3 s per iteration using CAMB on a single processor of

FIG. 1. The temperature power spectrum contributions from
global defects compared to that from primordial tensor pertur
tions and to the more dominant primordial scalar contribution. T
defect and tensors contributions are scaled such that their cont
tions at,510 are 13% and 19% respectively of a scalar-only fit
the WMAP data.~Note that the ordinate axis has linear scali
below 300mK2 but logarithmic scaling above this value so as
show the slowly varying defect contribution well on the same p
as the scalar contribution.! The dotted line indicates the 2s uncer-
tainty in the WMAP data, including cosmic variance.
8-3
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BEVIS, HINDMARSH, AND KUNZ PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 043508 ~2004!
UK National Cosmology Supercomputer1 and around 6
months in total. However, the MCMC approach allows
reliable knowledge of the one-dimensional likelihood fun
tion for each parameter~with all the other parameters inte
grated out! in less than perhaps 100 000 iterations. This c
responds to a few days of calculation and this is
sensitively changed by the addition of extra paramet
Higher dimensional functions may be found, in order to p
say a 95% confidence contours of parameter pairs, but
resolution is dependent upon the number of iterations.

The MCMC method incorporated in CosmoMC is th
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This is a random wa
through parameter space, with the parameters recorde
each step to form a Markov chain. Each iteration involv
first the generation of a proposed next point in the cha
found by generating a random change in one or more par
eters based upon some probability distribution. The form
the distribution is not important for the end result, as long
the probability of proposing point B from point A is the sam
as proposing point A from point B. The power spectra a
calculated for the corresponding parameter set and then
likelihood of these spectra is found from the data. If t
likelihood at the proposed point is greater than at the
point, then it is accepted and forms the next point in
chain. Otherwise, a uniformly distributed random numbe
generated between zero and unity and the proposed po
accepted only if this number is greater than the ratio of
new to old likelihoods. If the proposal is rejected, then t
original point is repeated in the chain.

In the limit of infinite such iterations, the number o
points in particular volume of parameter space is prop
tional to the probability of the true parameters lying in th
volume. This has a number of attractive properties, for
ample, the mean value of parameter in a chain is the ex
tation value of that parameter given the data. Furtherm
the marginalized likelihood function for a parameter is re
resented simply by a histogram of the values from the ch

Of course, an infinite chain is not attainable~our chains
have lengths of a few hundred thousand elements! and this
presents a number of problems. First, the chain is sta
from some arbitrary location and the first thousand or
points may be highly dependent upon this and carry a fi
weighting in the chain. The usual solution is to discard
beginning of the chain and we have followed Gelman a
Rubin @21# in removing the entire first half. However, a
analysis is still required to check if an inference from t
remaining points in the chain is reliable, given that a fin
chain may not have explored all of the relevant parame
space to the same extent. The solution is to useM chains
~here we useM55), each started from a different point.
the results of all of these chains agree, then confidenc
high in any inferences made. To decide if theM chains com-
pare favorably we have again followed the approach of G
man and Rubin. This is to make to a comparison for e

1We compile the April 2003 release of CAMB for the 1.3GH
Intel Itanium II chips of this machine using the IntelFORTRAN com-
piler version 7.
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parameter between the spread within each chain and
spread of the means from the chains. See Refs.@21# and@19#
for a more details on this comparison.

While we have said that the form of the proposal dist
bution does not affect the final result, it has a large effect
the efficiency of the approach. The taking of very small ste
requires a great many of them to be made in order to fu
explore the parameter space. On the other hand, taking l
steps increases the chance of proposed-point rejections
the exploration of the parameter space is inefficient. The
proach used here uses the covariance matrix, found fro
preliminary run, to set the appropriate step scale. Furth
more, the direction of the step in then-dimensional space is
determined using the covariance matrix diagonalization
proach implemented in CosmoMC, which deals well w
linear degeneracies in the parameter space.

B. Model parameters

The cosmological parameters that we have chosen to
are ~i! the Hubble constant (100h km s21 Mpc21), ~ii ! the
physical baryon densityVbh

2, ~ii ! the total matter density
Vmh2 ~via the cold dark matter densityVch

2), and~iv! the
optical deptht from the surface of decoupling or rather th
redshift of quasi-instantaneous re-ionizationzr . We have as-
sumed that the Universe is flat as appropriate for an in
tionary model, and in any case a change in the curva
gives an almost identical effect as a change inh, via the
geometric degeneracy@37#. The effect of allowing a small
curvature can therefore be created by change in the Hu
parameter. We will, however, consider constrainingh later
and so the explicit assumption of zero curvature will then
made.

The primordial power spectrum for scalar perturbatio
or more precisely the comoving curvature perturbation,
been parametrized by~v! the normalizationAs

2 and ~vi! the
spectral indexns. The normalization is set at a comovin
wavevectork0 of 0.01 Mpc21 and we assume negligibl
variation of the spectral index with scale. The scalar pow
spectrum is hence given by

Ps5As
2S k

k0
D ns21

. ~6!

A finite contribution to the primordial perturbations from
gravitational waves has been allowed for. As shown in Fig
the contribution these tensor perturbations make to the t
perature spectrum is to raise very large scales only and h
the tilt in this spectrum must be very large to be detectable
this sub-dominant component. If we assume that the ef
tive mass of the field involved in the global symmetry brea
ing is much greater than the Hubble parameter during in
tion, and the hybrid model involves only this field plus th
inflaton, then we may use the single-field inflation cons
tency relation. Following@38# we use the primordial form of
this relation, giving the tensor tilt in terms of the ratio of th
primordial tensor and scalar power spectra at the pivot s
k0. This assumption is, however, not important given t
8-4
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WMAP CONSTRAINTS ON INFLATIONARY MODELS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 70, 043508 ~2004!
current data, and hence we are justified in parametrizing
mordial tensor perturbation only by~vii ! the normalization
At

2 ~via the ratioAt
2/As

2):

Pt5At
2S k

k0
D 2(At

2/As
2)/8

. ~7!

The final parameter that we have varied is then~viii ! the
normalization of the defect contribution to the CMB pow
spectraAd

2 , giving a total of 8 parameters.

C. Degeneracies, additional data and results

As mentioned in the Introduction, we shall not present o
results in terms ofAd

2 but in terms of the fractional defec
contribution to the temperature power spectrum at,510: f d
~and likewise for tensors:f t). This particular multipole lies
in a region where the temperature power spectrum is r
tively flat and has become a conventional place to m
contribution ratios. However, this value of, happens to be
roughly where the fractional defect contribution is greate
The value at the first peak is approximately one tenth of t
a fact that should be taken into account when interpreting
results.

Naively, f d is tightly constrained by the WMAP data be
cause the contribution to the temperature power spectru
greatest at scales were the data is very precise~see Fig. 1!.
However, as is often the case in CMB parameter fitting,f d is
involved in a degeneracy with four other parameters, s
that an increase in its value may be compensated for
changes in the others and a fit to data maintained. This
be understood broadly as follows. The effect that increas
Ad

2 has on the temperature power spectrum is to the raise
region ,,400. This may be reversed by lowering the no
malization of the primordial scalar perturbations usingAs

2

and giving a slight tilt toward small scales usingns. ~In-
creasingt also has the general effect of reducing the te
perature anisotropies, although the influence oft tails off for
,&100 and is hence less important here.! Unfortunately, the
temperature power spectrum is most sensitive to the decr
in As

2 at the first peak and, as a result, it is excessively lo
ered. Further tilting the primordial scalar spectrum can ra
the first peak but at the expense of raising the high-, region
too far. However, an increase inVbh

2 raises the first peak
while lowering the region around the second and third pe
and therefore, combined with extra tilt, this achieves the
sired effect. The fit may then be further improved, for t
increases in bothns and Vbh

2 raise the high, side of the
first peak more than the low, side~outweighing the opposite
effect of the defects!. This may be countered by using th
Hubble constant to move the peak to slightly lower, and
give an overall result that, considering the data, is alm
indistinguishable from the original.

Figure 2 shows the change in the temperature power s
trum from a non-defect case that is caused by adding
defects at four different levels:f d50.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. The
other four parameters of the degeneracy have been adju
as shown in Table I, so that the fit is maintained. Ov
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plotted are the binned WMAP data with the non-defe
model subtracted so that they may be directly compared w
the changes due to defects. The figure shows that in
intermediate, range, where the uncertainties are small,
change in the power spectrum is minimal. However, the
on these scales cannot be preserved without deviation
small and large scales, although these are not particul
large compared to the uncertainties for the cases shown
is evident from the the marginalized likelihood forf d shown
in Fig. 3, the WMAP data allow for a substantial defe
contribution to the power spectrum. In fact, using the WMA
data alone, a non-zero defect component off d50.2720.17

10.13 is
preferred, which amounts to a detection at around thes
level. However, we do not wish to claim that this is a si
nificant result, first because it relies upon unfavored val
of the cosmological parameters. For example, Fig. 4 sho
the degeneracy betweenf d and Vbh

2. Also indicated is the
BBN constraint that will be adopted later, which diffe

FIG. 2. The change in the temperature power spectrum fro
model without defects, when defects are added and degenerac
rection followed to maintain the fit to data. The WMAP first-ye
binned data are over-plotted, with the zero-defect model subtra
from them, demonstrating the inability of the data to readily dist
guish between the models. The error bars include cosmic varia
~Note that multipole axis is linear for,.200 and logarithmic below
this in order to show both regions clearly.!

TABLE I. Parameter values corresponding to the cases con
ered in Fig. 2~see Sec. III for definitions!. The following param-
eters are fixed:Vmh250.13,zr517, f t50.15. The others are set a
the means found from a sub-set of an MCMC chain, selected s
that the defect fraction and these fixed parameters have app
mately the correct values.

f d Vbh
2 h 1010As

2 ns

0.0 0.026 0.81 24 1.05
0.1 0.028 0.86 22 1.10
0.2 0.031 0.93 21 1.17
0.3 0.034 1.03 19 1.25
0.4 0.039 1.16 17 1.35
8-5
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greatly from the highVbh
2 values necessary for large defe

fractions. But further, our numerical approach is not read
capable of handling these large defect fractions, for
method employed here is based upon an assumption to
contrary. First, the numerical errors in the defect spectra
culation are more relevant for large contributions. Second
the MCMC cosmology deviates too far from the fixed o
for which the defect spectrum was calculated~see Sec. II!,
then it is no longer applicable. Not only does the degener
mean that the cosmology varies considerably, but the res
ing inaccuracy is more important at the higher fractions t
it allows. Then finally, below,;350 the WMAP uncertain-
ties are dominated by cosmic variance@1#, which is taken

FIG. 3. The marginalized likelihood function for the defect fra
tion when using only the WMAP data~top! and when additionally
incorporating the BBN and HKP constraints~bottom!. The horizon-
tal lines show the 68% and 95% confidence levels.

FIG. 4. A plot of the likelihood from the fit to WMAP data
projected onto theVbh

2-f d plane. The contours show the 68% an
95% confidence levels and highlight the degeneracy between
two parameters. The vertical lines show the 68% and 95% co
dence limits of the determination ofVbh

2 of Kirkman et al.
04350
y
e
he
l-
if

y
lt-
t

into account based upon Gaussian statistics. Since the d
evolution is non-linear, they may introduce a non-Gauss
component, which we require to be made insignificant by
defect fraction being small. Thus, for both scientific a
practical reasons we do not wish to draw undue attention
this result. We have merely turned to the use of additio
data in order to limit the effect of the degeneracy.

The use of other CMB data, on scales smaller than th
probed by WMAP is an obvious first step toward applyi
further constraint to our model. Unfortunately, while each
ACBAR, CBI and VSA projects are capable of sub-WMA
resolution, they do not have the precision to limit the def
allowance to the point were the degeneracy is no longe
problem. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the VSA data. Whi
of course their inclusion into our likelihood analysis do
provide additional constraint, our results are almost u
changed by their addition and hence we shall not add unn
essary complication by discussing these data further.

A more direct way of limiting the degeneracy is to co
strain the parametersh andVbh

2. As noted above, in apply
ing a constraint onh we are making our assumption of ge
metric flatness relevant and, therefore, we shall first cons
Vbh

2. Big bang nucleosynthesis calculations give pred
tions for the primordial abundances of the light isotopes
terms of this parameter. However, it is not possible to
rectly measure these, only the abundances in astronom
objects at more recent times, and either assert that th
abundances are representative of the primordial era or m
some allowance for subsequent evolution. This is a nota
problem and is perhaps responsible for there being disc
ancies betweenVbh

2 calculated using each of these isotope
However, deuterium absorption lines have been seen in

he
fi-

FIG. 5. The changes to the temperature power spectrum for
same cases as in Fig. 2, but shown at higher multipoles and c
pared to the VSA data. The changes in the parameters follow
degeneracy present in the WMAP data but the changes in t
previously unconstrained scales are too small for the VSA dat
readily distinguish between the curves. The error bars do not
clude the 3% calibration uncertainty, which allows the power sp
tra values to be scaled up or down in unison. On this difference p
this uncertainty is shown by the dashed zig-zags.
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spectra of a number of quasars, corresponding to the p
ence of gas clouds at high redshift. These low~but finite!
metallicity clouds are believed to have experienced ne
gible deuterium processing and indeed show no notable
relation between metallicity and deuterium abundan
@26,39#. Unfortunately, the number of such clouds that ha
been well observed remains small and a number of diffic
ties exist in extracting the D/H ratio. Indeed, the spread
the measurements is a little large considering the estim
errors and Kirkmanet al. @26# conclude that it most likely as
a result of uncertainty under-estimation rather than any
variation. They proceed to take the weighted mean of
log~D/H! measurements from five such systems but use
spread in the values to provide the uncertainty estim
Their result is a value forVbh

2 of 0.021460.0020, which
we use here. However, it should be noted that uncertain
also arise from the use of nuclear cross-section data and
these can change this result slightly@40#.

Assuming a Gaussian form for the uncertainty, it
straightforward to add such data to the MCMC approach,
it simply adds a Gaussian term that multiplies the likeliho
calculated from the WMAP data. As would be expected c
sidering Fig. 4, its application is successful in limiting th
effect of the degeneracy; however, the result ofVbh

2

50.024560.0014 is still a little high. This is due to th
WMAP data favoring a non-zero defect fraction, but once
BBN data is taken into account, the preference for defect
removed. The marginalized likelihood function forf d is now
highly skewed with its peak at the zero-defect limit. W
therefore present merely the 95% confidence upper bo
f d,0.14 for case of the WMAP data with the BBN con
straint. We estimate the MCMC uncertainty in this figu
using the standard deviation between the values from th
independent chains, reduced byA521, and find that this
gives 0.002 in this case. The Hubble constant is constra
to h50.8060.08, although a direct interpretation of th
value ash would assume flatness, while the results for res
the parameters are shown in Table II.

If the assumption of flatness is made explicit and
Hubble Key Project result ofh50.7260.08 @27# is applied
instead of the BBN constraint, then the result is broadly
same. However, whileh is slightly more constrained in thi
case,Vbh

2 is less so and the upper bound on the def

TABLE II. Parameter values when constrained by the BB
and/or HKP results in addition to the first-year WMAP data~see
Sec. III for definitions!. Uncertainties indicated are standard dev
tions except forf t and f d for which 95% upper bounds are show

BBN HKP BBN and HKP
h 0.8060.08 0.8060.06 0.7660.05
Vbh

2 0.024560.0014 0.026760.0021 0.024260.013
Vmh2 0.12660.018 0.14060.015 0.13460.014
zr 1365 1565 1364
1010As

2 2263 2363 2262
ns 1.0360.04 1.0760.05 1.0160.03
f t ,0.26 ,0.22 ,0.19
f d ,0.14 ,0.23 ,0.13
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contribution is rather higher, now:f d,0.22 ~95% confi-
dence, 0.003 MCMC uncertainty!. However, this case doe
provide a bound that is independent of the BBN constra
which we otherwise rely very heavily upon. If the two co
straints are applied together, then the BBN data domin
and the result is essentially the same as when the BBN c
straint was applied alone:f d,0.13 ~95% confidence, 0.004
MCMC uncertainty!. However, a number of the other param
eters are more tightly constrained than in the previous c
most notably the tensor fraction. The effect of these c
straints on the marginalized likelihood function for the defe
fraction is shown in Fig. 3, with the final result being peak
at f d50. The levels of defect and tensor contributions th
correspond to the individual 95% upper bounds in this c
strained case are those that were illustrated in Fig. 1.

While both defects and tensors contribute most to la
scales, tensors do so almost exclusively for,,100 and so
the effects of the two contributions are quite different. F
example, while tensors suffer from a degeneracy similar
that forAd

2 , in the tensor case there is an additional coupl
to Vmh2. Also there is a stronger coupling toh, as high-
lighted by the tensor contribution being more constrain
once the HKP result is incorporated. However, as a resul
there being some similarity in the two contributions, havi
a large tensor contribution does limit the degree to wh
defects are allowable and vice versa. But as neither the
fect or tensor contributions can be negative, adding an a
tional degree of freedom by allowing defects, and so givin
positive expectation value forAd

2 , further constrainsAt
2 ,

rather than allowing it greater freedom. The reverse is a
true, such that if we disallow primordial tensors in o
model, then the defect allowance increases a little. The
centage increase inf d is about 15% in the two cases involv
ing the BBN constrain and about 10% in the case when
HKP constraint was applied alone.

As explained in the Introduction, we have not used t
matter power spectrum to constrain our model because
uncertainty about the details of structure formation with g
bal defects, caused by the non-Gaussianity of the pertu
tions. That non-Gaussianity can be important was shown
Ref. @41#, where a model of cosmic string-induced perturb
tions @42,43# was studied and estimated to contribute le
than around 1% of the total matter power spectrum
8h21 Mpc. The effect of the non-Gaussianity was to ma
re-ionization earlier and slower than in Gaussian mod
While it is therefore inconclusive to simply compare the m
ter spectra, it is still interesting. Figure 6 compares one of
possible data sets, the SDSS data, with thef d50.0 and 0.4
cases from Table I. The difference between the two case
partially due to the added defect contribution, but is also d
to the change in the cosmological parameters required
maintain the fit to the WMAP data. It is tempting to conclud
that the SDSS data is not readily capable of constraining
defect degeneracy and hence the limitation of the degene
would again be dominated by the BBN constraint, but a
finitive conclusion requires much more work on the mat
power spectrum in models with global defects. Thus, we
main with our conservative position with regard to the use

-
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large-scale structure data and have not incorporated it
our numerical results.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have found that in order to constrain the extent
which global defects assisted the seeding of cosmic struc
extra data in addition to the CMB temperature power sp
trum must be used, or we require a greater knowledge of
spectrum than we have at present. This is despite the un
tainties in the WMAP data set used being dominated
cosmic-variance over the range where the defect contribu
to the power spectrum is greatest. The freedom in the c
mological parameters and the primordial power spectrum
sufficient to allow a significant defect contribution while st
fitting the data. It is only when parameters such as the ph
cal baryon density and the Hubble parameter are restric
via alternative astronomical techniques, that our mode
significantly constrained. Then we find that the temperat
power spectrum at a multipole of,510 may have a fraction
of 0.13 attributed to defects~95% confidence!. The uncer-
tainty in this upper bound that comes from the MCMC a
proach is 3%. More importantly, the numerical errors in t
defect calculation are believed to be of order 10%, in wh
case there may be of order 10% change in this result. Als
the primordial tensor component was removed then this
sult would increase by about 15%. In addition, this bound
quite sensitive to BBN result for the value for the physic

FIG. 6. The current matter power spectrum in the non-de
case of Table I~solid line! compared to that for thef d50.4 case
~dashed line!. The SDSS data is over plotted, showing an inabil
to distinguish the two cases. The sub-dominant defect contribu
to the second case is also shown as the dot-dashed line.
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baryon fractionVbh
2 used and there has yet to be full agre

ment in this value among authors.
A further result of the degeneracy found is that, if defe

were to contribute to cosmic structure formation, then th
would a change in the values of the cosmological parame
estimated from the current CMB data. Most notably this
fectsVbh

2, h andns all of which are subject to an increas
upon the addition of defects. This acts to re-enforce the m
general point that any inferences made about the cosmo
cal parameters from the WMAP data are model depend
and should be treated with caution.

We note that only a single defect type and model has b
used in this investigation: textures resulting from the bre
ing of anO(4) symmetry. However, the contributions from
other global defect models are broadly the same as that
sidered here, although their spectra are by no means id
cal. Considering theO(N) class of models forN52
~strings!, 3 ~monopoles!, 4 ~textures! and 5~non-topological
textures! there is a gradual variation withN of the relative
contributions at low multipoles (,;10) and high multipoles
(,;300), with strings giving preference to the latter@15#.
This is likely to reduce the fractional contribution allowe
from strings by perhaps 30% at,510. Local defects in the
form of cosmic strings may give a broad peak at,;400
@8,10#, beyond the first acoustic peak, and hence the res
may be quite different.

Further, we wish to point out that the WMAP project
ongoing and new data with reduced uncertainties, as we
the addition of the EE polarization power spectrum, will
released. While the defect contribution to the EE spectrum
likely to be significant at only at large scales, the freedom
defects when using the CMB power spectra alone will
lessened by these data. It may be, however, that the Pla
satellite@44# is required to really explore sub-dominant d
fect contributions using these power spectra independentl
other data. This mission will give precise temperature pow
spectrum measurement at sub-WMAP resolutions. It w
also detect the B-mode polarization, which would be p
duced by the vector and tensor components of the de
perturbations. Finally, the non-Gaussianity of defect-induc
perturbations has not been satisfactorily addressed, eith
the matter power spectrum or the CMB. This may lead
more sensitive tests of defect scenarios.
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